
Entropy and Ergodic Theory
Lecture 19: The ergodic theorems

1 Some history: the ergodic hypothesis

Ergodic theory takes its name from the ‘ergodic hypothesis’. This is an old idea
of Boltzmann in statistical mechanics. One way of formulating it is roughly this:

If we start a natural statistical physical system in a microstate with
total energy E, then over time it will evolve through all possible mi-
crostates that have total energy E. Moreover, the long-run fraction of
time spent in any subregion A of the set of all states with energy E
will be

measure of A
measure of all states with energy E

,

where ‘measure’ is some natural measure on the set of possible mi-
croscopic states. (For instance, counting measure in discrete modes,
or Liouville measure in classical mechanics.)

(The term ‘ergodic’ was itself introduced by the Ehrenfests [EE90] to describe
statistical mechanical systems having a property along these lines. It is derived
from the word ‘ergode’, which Boltzmann invented for a certain kind of statistical
distribution — what we would call a probability measure. His inspiration seems
to have been the Ancient Greek words εργoν for ‘energy’ and ειδoς for ‘aspect’.)

Boltzmann proposed this hypothesis to justify the use of the microcanonical
ensemble in the analysis of such systems.

This justification is not entirely successful. Even if one believes the ergodic
hypothesis, it applies only to long-run averages, so it doesn’t justify using the
microcanonical ensemble to make predictions about the behaviour of the system at
a typical instant. One can try to get around this by asserting that any ‘macroscopic’
observation inevitably involves some errors whose effect is an ‘averaging over
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time’, but this isn’t completely convincing. As discussed in Lecture 12, a more
modern and more persuasive reason to use the microcanonical ensemble is the
property that most observables are highly concentrated under it.

Also, in classical mechanical systems, the ergodic hypothesis cannot be liter-
ally true as stated: such systems evolve along smooth curves, and a smooth curve
cannot visit every point in a region of two or more dimensions (the Peano curve
doesn’t count: it’s not smooth). In a sense, the first great problem and result of
ergodic theory were finding a precise mathematical statement which can replace
the rough formulation, and which can sometimes be proved as a theorem.

However, even once we know the rigorous formulation of ‘ergodicity’, almost
none of the classical models of statistical mechanics are known to satisfy it: in
many cases this is still an important open problem.

Justifying the ergodic hypothesis isn’t regarded as a major reason for doing
ergodic theory any more. But models and intuitions from statistical physics do
still occupy a central place in the theory.

2 The ergodic theorems

Although the ergodic hypothesis is no longer central to statistical physics, it led
von Neumann and Birkhoff to discover the fundamental facts relating ‘spatial’ and
‘time’ averages in a MPS. These are called the ergodic theorems.

Consider a MPS pX,µ, T q. Let f P L1pµq. We can think of f as an ‘observ-
able’: for each possible state x of the system, fpxq is some real number which
describes something about that state. For n P N, define

Anfpxq :“
1

n

n´1
ÿ

i“0

fpT ixq.

This is interpreted as an average of n consecutive observations of f when the
system starts in state x.

Theorem 1 (The ergodic theorems). In the situation above, there is a function
f P L1pµq which is invariant under T and such that

1. (von Neumann’s norm ergodic theorem, NET) we have Anf ÝÑ f in L1 as
n ÝÑ 8;

2. (Birkhoff’s pointwise ergodic theorem, PET) we have Anfpxq ÝÑ fpxq as
n ÝÑ 8 for µ-a.e. x P X .
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Here we prove only the NET. The PET has various proofs, but all are substan-
tially harder: this is similar to how the strong LLN is harder than the weak LLN.
Many proofs of the PET start from the NET and then show how to ‘promote’ the
conclusion to a pointwise statement. Both theorems have analogs for flows, and
the proofs are similar.

Lemma 2. Let U : L2pµq ÝÑ L2pµq be the operator f ÞÑ f ˝ T . If f P L2pµq is
orthogonal to all functions of the form

g ´ Ug, g P L2
pµq,

then f is T -invariant.

Henceforth, we sometimes abbreviate f ˝ T to fT , and similarly.

Proof. This rests on two key observations:

• The operator U is an orthogonal transformation of L2pµq:

xUf, Ugy “

ż

fT ¨ gT dµ “

ż

pfgq ˝ T dµ “

ż

fg dµ “ xf, gy.

• The adjoint U˚ corresponds to T´1 in the same way:

xUf, gy “

ż

fT ¨g dµ “

ż

pf ¨gT´1qq˝T dµ “

ż

f ¨gT´1 dµ “ xf, gT´1y.

So now let f satisfy the assumption in the lemma. Then

xf ´ U˚f, gy “ xf, gy ´ xU˚f, gy “ xf, g ´ Ugy “ 0

for all g P L2pµq, and therefore

f ´ U˚f “ f ´ fT´1 “ 0.

Composing with T gives the conclusion.

Definition 3. The operator U in the previous lemma is called the Koopman oper-
ator associated to T .
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Corollary 4. For any ε ą 0, any f P L2pµq may be written as

f ` pg ´ gT q ` h (1)

where f is the orthogonal projection of f onto the invariant functions, g P L2pµq,
and }h}2 ă ε.

Proof of NET. For f P L2pµq: Let us decompose f as in (1). The first summand
satisfies Anf “ f for all n. The second satisfies

}Anpg ´ gT q} “
1

n
}g ´ gT n} “ Op1{nq ÝÑ 0.

The third satisfies }Anh} ď }h} ă ε for all n. Since ε was arbitrary, this shows
that Anf ÝÑ f as n ÝÑ 8.

For f P L1pµq: Use the facts that L2 is dense in L1 and } ¨ }1 ď } ¨ }2.

Corollary 5 (Corollary of the proof of the NET). In the ergodic theorems, if f P
L2pµq, then the limit function f is the orthogonal projection of f onto the subspace
of T -invariant functions in L2pµq.

3 Ergodicity

The ergodic theorems tell us that the ‘time’ averagesAnf converge. But a rigorous
version of the ergodic hypothesis should have a second conclusion: that the limit
agrees with the ‘spatial’ average

ż

f dµ.

This is not true for arbitrary systems. Here is an obvious obstruction: if a measur-
able set A Ď X is invariant under T , then

An1Apxq “ 1Apxq @x P X.

If 0 ă µpAq ă 1, then this does not agree with any constant as an element of
L1pµq.

It turns out that such invariant sets are the only obstruction to obtaining the
‘correct’ limit in the ergodic theorem. Here is the definition we need.
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Definition 6. A MPS pX,µ, T q is ergodic if there is no measurable A Ď X with
0 ă µpAq ă 1 such that T´1A “ A.

Proposition 7. The following are equivalent:

1. pX,µ, T q is ergodic;

2. If A Ď X is measurable and µpA4T´1Aq “ 0, then µpAq is 0 or 1;

3. any T -invariant measurable function X ÝÑ R is a.s. constant;

4. if f : X ÝÑ R is measurable and satisfies f ˝ T “ f a.s., then f is a.s.
constant.

Moreover, properties (3) and (4) are still equivalent if they are restricted to func-
tions in Lppµq for any fixed p P r1,8s.

Proof. (1 ùñ 2) Suppose that pX,µ, T q is ergodic and that µpA4T´1Aq “ 0.
Then an easy induction gives µpA4T´nAq “ 0 for every n P Z, and hence
µpAX T´nAq “ µpAq for every n P Z. It follows that the set

B :“
č

nPZ

T´nA

is a strictly T -invariant subset of A such that µpAzBq “ 0. By ergodicity, we
must have µpAq “ µpBq P t0, 1u.

(2 ùñ 4) Suppose that f is measurable and f ˝ T “ f a.s. Let

Ar :“ tf ď ru for r P R.

Then Ar4T´1Ar Ď tf ‰ f ˝ T u for every r, so these symmetric differences all
have zero measure. Therefore, by property (2), they all have measure 0 or 1. On
the other hand, the function r ÞÑ µpArq is non-decreasing, and must tend to 0
[resp. 1] as r ÝÑ ´8 [resp. r ÝÑ `8]. Therefore there is some real number c
such that µpArq “ 0 for all r ă c and µpArq “ 1 for all r ą c. Finally, restricting
to rational r, we conclude that

µtf ă cu “ µ
´

ď

rPQXp´8,cq

Aq

¯

“ 0

and
µtf ď cu “ µ

´

č

rPQXpc,8q

Ar

¯

“ 1,
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and so µtf “ cu “ 1.

(4 ùñ 3). Immediate.

(3 ùñ 1). Given an invariant set A, apply property (3) to f :“ 1A.

Completion. Finally, observe that restricting to functions in Lppµq for any
particular choice of p weakens properties (3) and (4), but they are still strong
enough for the proofs (4) ùñ (3) ùñ (1) above, so we still obtain equivalence.

Corollary 8. In the setting of Theorem 1, if the system is ergodic then the limit f
is equal to

ş

f dµ a.s.

Proof. By Proposition 7, if the system is ergodic then the subspace of invariant
functions in L2pµq consists only of the constants. Now the result follows from
Corollary 5 in case f P L2pµq. The corresponding assertion for f P L1pµq follows
using the density of L2 in L1.

What if pX,µ, T q is not ergodic? Observe that the collection

I :“ tA Ď X : A measurable and T -invariantu

is always a σ-algebra, and any f P L1pµq satisfies

Epf ˝ T n |I q “ Epf |I q @n.

Now an easy generalization of the proof above gives:

Corollary 9. In the setting of Theorem 1, the limit f is a version of the conditional
expectation Epf |I q.

Here are some first ergodic and non-ergodic examples.

Lemma 10. A circle rotation Rα is ergodic if and only if α is irrational.

Proof. If α “ p{q modulo 1 for some integers 1 ď p ă q, then let us divide T into
2q subintervals of length 1{2q, and let E be the union of every other subinterval
(so q of them in total, starting wherever you like). Then mpEq “ 1{2 and E is
Rα-invariant.

Now suppose that α is irrational. Let us verify property (4) of Proposition 7
for the space L1pmq. Suppose that f P L1pmq and f ˝ Rα “ f a.s. Then
}f ˝Rnα ´ f}1 “ 0 for every n. Since α is irrational, for any other z P T there
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is a sequence of integers pniqi such that niα ÝÑ z (exercise!). It follows that
}f ˝Rz ´ f ˝Rniα}1 ÝÑ 0 (exercise using the dense subspace CpTq!). There-
fore

}f ´ f ˝Rz}1 “ lim
iÝÑ8

}f ´ f ˝Rniα}1 “ 0.

Since this holds for every z, we deduce that

›

›

›
f ´

ż

f dm
›

›

›

1
“

ż

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
fpxq ´

ż

fpx´ zqmpdzq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
mpdxq

ď

ĳ

|fpxq ´ fpx´ zq|mpdzqmpdxq

“

ż

}f ´ f ˝Rz}1mpdzq

“ 0.

That is, f is a.s. equal to the constant
ş

f dm.

4 Mixing

Mixing is a stronger condition than ergodicity. But when it holds, it is often easier
to verify than ergodicity itself.

Definition 11. A MPS pX,µ, T q is mixing if

µpAX T´nBq ÝÑ µpAqµpBq as n ÝÑ 8

for all measurable A,B Ď X .

Lemma 12. Mixing ùñ ergodicity.

Proof. Assume that A Ď X is T -invariant, and apply the assumption of mixing
with both sets equal to A. We obtain

µpAq “ µpAX T´nAq ÝÑ µpAq2,

so µpAq must be 0 or 1.

Lemma 13. Circle rotations are not mixing. Bernoulli shifts are mixing.
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Proof. Part 1. For any α P T there exist integers ni ÝÑ 8 such that niα ÝÑ 0
as i ÝÑ 8. Now any half-circle A Ď T satisfies

mpAX T´niAq “ mpAX pA´ niαqq ÝÑ mpAq ‰ mpAq2.

Part 2. Consider a Bernoulli shift pAZ, µ, Sq, where µ “ pˆZ. Let U Ď AZ

be measurable. The σ-algebra ofAZ is generated by the algebra of sets that depend
on finitely many coordinates, so for any ε ą 0 there are ` P N and a set V Ď AZ

that depends only on coordinates in t´`,´`` 1, . . . , `u such that

µpU4V q ă ε, and hence |µpUq ´ µpV q| ă ε.

It follows that

µ
`

pU X S´nUq4pV X S´nV q
˘

ă 2ε @n,

and so
ˇ

ˇµpU X S´nUq ´ µpV X S´nV q
ˇ

ˇ ă 2ε.

But if n ě 2`, then the sets V and S´npV q depend on disjoint sets of coordinates,
so they are independent under the product measure µ. Therefore

µpV X S´nV q “ µpV q2

for all sufficiently large n. Since ε ą 0 was arbitrary, this completes the proof.

5 Notes and remarks

I have followed a very classical proof of the NET in this lecture: compare, for
instance, [Bil65, Theorem 2.1], [Hal60, p16] or [EW11, Section 2.5]. All three
references go on to prove the PET.

The ergodic theorems for flows are formulated and proved in [EW11, Subsec-
tion 8.6.1].

See [AA68, Section 7] for a nice discussion of ergodicity.
Another famous mixing MPS is the so-called ‘continuous fraction map’ with

‘Gauss measure’. The mixing of this transformation has interesting consequences
for the typical behaviour of continued fraction expansions. See [Bil65, Section 4]
or [EW11, Chapter 3].

The ideas in the proof of the ergodic theorem are related to another insightful
theorem, although the results are logically independent. Let X be a nonempty
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compact metric space and let T : X ÝÑ X be continuous. Then the Krylov–
Bogoliubov theorem asserts that there is always at least one T -invariant member
of ProbpXq. This enables one to apply ergodic theoretic ideas to many problems
in topological dynamics. See [EW11, Chapter 4] for a proof of this fact and some
refinements, and for some interesting applications to number theory.
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